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Figure 2. As Figure 1, but for [C ii] velocity channel maps of Himiko whose 1σ intensity is 83.3 µJy beam−1 . The six panels present maps of 200 km−1 width at
central velocities of −600, −400, −200, 0, +200, and +400 km s−1 from the top left to the bottom right. 0 km s−1 corresponds to [C ii] emission at the redshift
zLyα = 6.595, i.e., 250.24 GHz (1.198 mm).
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Figure 6. Left: CR7 with the NB921 ﬁlter/Suprime-cam imaging on Subaru, showing the extent of the Lyα but note that NB921 detects Lyα at only 50%
transmission. Middle: HST imaging in YJ, revealing that CR7 clearly splits into three different components which we name A, B, and C. Right: HST imaging in H,
again revealing the three different components in CR7. We ﬁnd that component A fully dominates the rest-frame UV and is coincident with the peak of Lyα emission
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CR7 & MASOSA(Sobral+15)	

continuum clumps are labeled A, B, and C.

red circles indicate the positions of 0. 4 diameter apertures for Clumps A, B,
C, and D photometry in the HST images (see Section 2.2 for details), while the
dashed red circles denote 2"" diameter apertures used for the defining the total
magnitudes.

through i " up to the relevant detection limits of 28–29 mag.
The very red color of i " − z" > 2.1 meets typical dropout
selection criteria (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2011). Because the z" band photometry includes the Lyα emission line and an Lyαcontinuum break, we can also estimate the continuum break
color using our HST photometry of J125 and H160 and the optical
i-band photometry. Assuming the continuum spectrum is flat

(fν = const.), we obtain a continuum break color i " −J125 > 3.0
or i " − H160 > 3.0, further supporting Himiko’s classification as
an LBG. Importantly, these classifications also apply to clumps
A–C, ruling out the possibility that some could be foreground
sources.
4

Figure 7. False color composite of CR7 by using NB921/Suprime-cam
imaging (Lyα) and two HST/WFC3 ﬁlters: F110W (YJ) and F160W (H). This
shows that while component A is the one that dominates the Lyα emission and
the rest-frame UV light, the (likely) scattered Lyα emission seems to extend all
the way to B and part of C, likely indicating a signiﬁcant amount of gas in the
system. Note that the reddest (in rest-frame UV) clump is C, with B having a
more intermediate color and with A being very blue in the rest-frame UV.
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Figure 2. As Figure 1, but for [C ii] velocity channel maps of Himiko whose 1σ intensity is 83.3 µJy beam−1 . The six panels present maps of 200 km−1 width at
central velocities of −600, −400, −200, 0, +200, and +400 km s−1 from the top left to the bottom right. 0 km s−1 corresponds to [C ii] emission at the redshift
zLyα = 6.595, i.e., 250.24 GHz (1.198 mm).
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Figure 6. Left: CR7 with the NB921 ﬁlter/Suprime-cam imaging on Subaru, showing the extent of the Lyα but note that NB921 detects Lyα at only 50%
transmission. Middle: HST imaging in YJ, revealing that CR7 clearly splits into three different components which we name A, B, and C. Right: HST imaging in H,
again revealing the three different components in CR7. We ﬁnd that component A fully dominates the rest-frame UV and is coincident with the peak of Lyα emission
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red circles indicate the positions of 0. 4 diameter apertures for Clumps A, B,
C, and D photometry in the HST images (see Section 2.2 for details), while the
dashed red circles denote 2"" diameter apertures used for the defining the total
magnitudes.
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The very red color of i " − z" > 2.1 meets typical dropout
selection criteria (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2011). Because the z" band photometry includes the Lyα emission line and an Lyαcontinuum break, we can also estimate the continuum break
color using our HST photometry of J125 and H160 and the optical
i-band photometry. Assuming the continuum spectrum is flat

(fν = const.), we obtain a continuum break color i " −J125 > 3.0
or i " − H160 > 3.0, further supporting Himiko’s classification as
an LBG. Importantly, these classifications also apply to clumps
A–C, ruling out the possibility that some could be foreground
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Figure 7. False color composite of CR7 by using NB921/Suprime-cam
imaging (Lyα) and two HST/WFC3 ﬁlters: F110W (YJ) and F160W (H). This
shows that while component A is the one that dominates the Lyα emission and
the rest-frame UV light, the (likely) scattered Lyα emission seems to extend all
the way to B and part of C, likely indicating a signiﬁcant amount of gas in the
system. Note that the reddest (in rest-frame UV) clump is C, with B having a
more intermediate color and with A being very blue in the rest-frame UV.
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Figure 8. HST imaging in YJ and H allows us to physically separate CR7 into
two very different stellar populations and shows remarkable agreement with
our best-ﬁt composite SED derived in Section 5.3. While clump A (see, e.g.,
Figure 7) is very blue and dominates the rest-frame UV ﬂux, B+C are red and
likely dominate the rest-frame optical and the mass. Note that the we simply
show the HST data together with our best ﬁt composite model derived in
Section 5.3 which was solely based on the full photometry and did not make
use of any resolved HST data.
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at the luminosity bin just brighter than the most luminous observed sources,
meaning that there is less than one of these in the probed volume. The
dashed blue line is our power-law fit (see Table 7) to the data from all three
fields. The fit from Ouchi et al. (2010) at z = 6.6 differs for two main
reasons (see also Fig. 5), namely practically not including the brightest bin
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• Wide area surveys to construct large z>6 LAE samples

Subaru/HSC NB Surveys	

Konno+ in prep.	

• HSC-SSP 5-years survey (for z=5.7 & 6.6 LAEs)
– Deep & Ultra-Deep NB816/921 imaging
– Area … Deep: ~30 deg2, UltraDeep: ~4 deg2
– Exp. Time … Deep: ~4 hrs, UltraDeep: ~12 hrs

Present Status of HSC-NB
Data	
Deep	
SXDS	
 COSMOS	
from HSC-SSP web page	

COSMOS	
DEEP23	
ELAIS-N1	

UltraDeep	

• Available data observed in Mar. 2014 – Apr. 2016
– Area … 13.8 deg2 (NB816) & 21.2 deg2 (NB921)
– Limit. mag … ~25.0 mag (Deep), ~25.5 mag (UltraDeep)
• x2-10 (z=5.7), x4-20 (z=6.7) wider than Ouchi+, Santos+, Matthee+

LAE Selection	
NB921

NB816

UD_COSMOS

435

202

UD_SXDS

60

224

D_COSMOS

249

---

D_DEEP23

178

423

D_ELAIS-N1

351

232

Total

1273

1081

• NB color selection criterion to identify z=5.7/6.6 LAEs

• ~2400 LAEs (total) have been found so far
x2-6 larger than Ouchi+, Santos+, Matthee+’s samples
(Shibuya+ in prep.; see also T. Shibuya+’s talk)

Completeness & Contamination	
NB921	

NB816	

Konno+ in prep.	

• Completeness estimates with Synpipe (Huang, Murata+)
– Input & detect artificial objects in HSC images
– ~80% at NB < 24 mag, ~50% at 5σ limit. mag.
• Contamination rate … 31% by spec. obs. (Shibuya+’s talk)

Number Counts of LAEs	
Ouchi+08	
z=5.7, UD_SXDS	

Ouchi+10	
z=6.6, UD_SXDS	

This Work	
This Work	

Konno+ in prep.	

• Surface number densities of z=5.7, 6.6 LAEs
– Ouchi+08/+10 … Obs. in SXDS w/ Suprime-Cam
• Consistent with previous Suprime-Cam results

Lya LFs at z=6.6	

Konno+ in prep	

log L(Lya) [erg/s]	
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• Consistent with previous studies

Lya LFs at z=6.6	
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• Consistent with previous studies
– Best-fit (whole L(Lya) range)

Lya LFs at z=6.6	

Konno+ in prep	

log L(Lya) [erg/s]	

• Consistent with previous studies
– Best-fit (whole L(Lya) range)
– Best-fit (log L(Lya) < 43.5)

Lya LFs at z=6.6	

Konno+ in prep	

log L(Lya) [erg/s]	

• Consistent with previous studies
– Best-fit (whole L(Lya) range)
Emergence of
– Best-fit (log L(Lya) < 43.5)
bright-end hump 	

Lya LFs at z=5.7	

Konno+ in prep	

log L(Lya) [erg/s]	

Lya LFs at z=5.7	

This Work	

Konno+ in prep	

log L(Lya) [erg/s]	

• Consistent with previous studies

Lya LFs at z=5.7	

Konno+ in prep	

log L(Lya) [erg/s]	

• Consistent with previous studies
– Best-fit (whole L(Lya) range)
No significant
– Best-fit (log L(Lya) < 43.5)
bright-end hump 	

Lya LFs at z=5.7 & 6.6	
Bright-end hump

Konno+ in prep	

log L(Lya) [erg/s]	

• Significant bright-end hump can be seen at z=6.6
No hump in z=5.7 Lya LF
• Effects of large ionized bubbles around bright LAEs?
or emergence of AGN at z=6.6?? (see R. Higuchi+’s poster)

Lya/UD LD Evolution at z=0-7	
dust-corrected UV LD"
observed UV LD"

observed Lya LD"

Konno et al. 2016

• Lya LD obtained by HSC survey

Lya/UD LD Evolution at z=0-7	
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• Lya LD obtained by HSC survey

Lya/UD LD Evolution at z=0-7	
dust-corrected UV LD"
observed UV LD"

observed Lya LD"

Konno et al. 2016

• Lya LD obtained by HSC survey
– Large difference between Lya & UV LD evolution

Lya/UD LD Evolution at z=0-7	
dust-corrected UV LD"
observed UV LD"

observed Lya LD"

Konno et al. 2016

• Lya LD obtained by HSC survey
– Large difference between Lya & UV LD evolution
• Related to Lya escape fraction (fesc(Lya)) evolution
(e.g., Hayes+11)

fesc(Lya) Evolution z=0-8	

Konno et al. 2016

• f

(Lya) = (observed Lya LD) / (dust-corrected UV LD)

Figure 7. Top: Evolution of Lyα LDs and UV LDs as a function of redshift. The red circle at z = 2.2 shows the Lyα LD obtained by this study. T
pentagon esc
at z = 0.3 and hexagon at z = 0.9 are the Lyα LDs derived by Cowie et al. (2010) and Barger et al. (2012), respectively. The red squares at z
3.7, 5.7, and 6.6 denote the results of Ouchi et al. (2008, 2010), and the red circle at z = 7.3 is the measurement given by Konno et al. (2014). The blue sy
and shaded area represent the evolution of the dust-uncorrected UV LDs. The blue pentagons at z = 0 − 2 and squares at z = 2 − 3 are the UV LDs ob
by Schiminovich et al. (2005) and Reddy & Steidel (2009), respectively. The blue circles and pentagon show the UV LDs given by Bouwens et al. (20
z = 3.8, 4.9, 5.9, 6.8, and 7.9, and Ellis et al. (2013) for z = 9.0, respectively. The orange symbols and shaded area are the same as the blue ones, but
dust-corrected UV LDs. The gray shaded area denotes the evolutionary tendency of the dust-corrected UV LDs scaled to the Lyα LD at z ∼ 3 for comp
Lyα
Bottom: Evolution of Lyα escape fraction, fesc
, as a function of redshift. The red filled symbols show the Lyα escape fractions derived from the observe
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• f (Lya) = (observed Lya LD) / (dust-corrected UV LD)
• Different f (Lya) evolution between at z=0-6 & at z>6
– Increase of f (Lya) at z=0-6 by 2 orders of mag.

Figure 7. Top: Evolution of Lyα LDs and UV LDs as a function of redshift. The red circle at z = 2.2 shows the Lyα LD obtained by this study. T
pentagon esc
at z = 0.3 and hexagon at z = 0.9 are the Lyα LDs derived by Cowie et al. (2010) and Barger et al. (2012), respectively. The red squares at z
3.7, 5.7, and 6.6 denote the results of Ouchi et al. (2008, 2010), and the red circle at z = 7.3 is the measurement given by Konno et al. (2014). The blue sy
and shaded area represent the evolution of the dust-uncorrected UV LDs. The blue pentagons at z = 0 − 2 and squares at z = 2 − 3 are the UV LDs ob
by Schiminovich et al. (2005) esc
and Reddy & Steidel (2009), respectively. The blue circles and pentagon show the UV LDs given by Bouwens et al. (20
z = 3.8, 4.9, 5.9, 6.8, and 7.9, and Ellis et al. (2013) for z = 9.0, respectively. The orange symbols and shaded area are the same as the blue ones, but
dust-corrected UV LDs. The gray shaded area denotes the evolutionary tendency of the dust-corrected UV LDs scaled to the Lyα LD at z ∼ 3 for comp
Lyα
Bottom: Evolution of Lyα escape fraction, fesc
esc , as a function of redshift. The red filled symbols show the Lyα escape fractions derived from the observe
LDs and dust-corrected UV LDs (Equation 12). The red open symbols represent our Lyα escape fraction values corrected for IGM absorption using the r
of Madau (1995). The blue open symbols indicate the Lyα escape fractions corrected for dust extinction in the case of no Lyα resonance scattering (Eq
Lyα
16). The magenta solid line is the best-fit function for our Lyα escape fraction evolution from z = 0 to 6 (fesc
= 5.0 × 10−4 × (1 + z)2.8 ), while th
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= (observed Lya LD)/
(dust-corrected UV LD)"

p: Evolution of Lyα LDs and UV LDs as a function of redshift. The red circle at z = 2.2 shows the Lyα LD obtained by this study. The red
= 0.3 and hexagon at z = 0.9 are the Lyα LDs derived by Cowie et al. (2010) and Barger et al. (2012), respectively. The red squares at z = 3.1,
.6 denote the results of Ouchi et al. (2008, 2010), and the red circle at z = 7.3 is the measurement given by Konno et al. (2014). The blue symbols
ea represent the evolution of the dust-uncorrected UV LDs. The blue pentagons at z = 0 − 2 and squares at z = 2 − 3 are the UV LDs obtained
ch et al. (2005) and Reddy & Steidel (2009), respectively. The blue circles and pentagon show the UV LDs given by Bouwens et al. (2015) for
5.9, 6.8, and 7.9, and Ellis et al. (2013) for z = 9.0, respectively. The orange symbols and shaded area are the same as the blue ones, but for the
UV LDs. The gray shaded area denotes the evolutionary tendency of the dust-corrected UV LDs scaled to the Lyα LD at z ∼ 3 for comparison.
Lyα
tion of Lyα escape fraction, fesc
, as a function of redshift. The red filled symbols show the Lyα escape fractions derived from the observed Lyα
corrected UV LDs (Equation 12). The red open symbols represent our Lyα escape fraction values corrected for IGM absorption using the relation
95). The blue open symbols indicate the Lyα escape fractions corrected for dust extinction in the case of no Lyα resonance scattering (Equation
Lyα
nta solid line is the best-fit function for our Lyα escape fraction evolution from z = 0 to 6 (fesc
= 5.0 × 10−4 × (1 + z)2.8 ), while the black
the best-fit function derived by Hayes et al. (2011). The magenta dotted line represents the extrapolation of the magenta solid line to z > 6.
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• 4 possibilities to explain the fesc evolution;
– (1) Age, (2) outflow … Not so large evolution at z=0-6
– (3) Dust Extinction … Cannot explain at z=0-4
– (4) Resonance Scattering of ISM HI gas (w/ dust extinction)
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• x(HI) = 0.1-0.4 at z=6.6 w/ simple theoretical model
– Consistent with previous studies
• Comparing x(HI) evolution w/ the latest Planck 2016 results
– x(HI) & τel are consistent (e.g., Robertson+15, Bouwens+15)

Summary	
• We conduct Subaru/HSC SSP survey, and obtain ~21deg2
NB imaging data, so far.
→ ~2400 LAEs at z=5.7 & 6.6 (the largest sample to date)
• We determine the Lya LFs at z=5.7 & 6.6, and find
a bright-end hump in z=6.6 Lya LF, but no hump at z=5.7
→ Large ionized bubble around bright LAEs?
• We derive Lya LDs at z=0-8, and find the fesc(Lya) increase
at z=0-6, and fesc(Lya) decrease at z>6.
→ Suggests NHI evolution at z=0-6 by 2 orders of mag.
→ x(HI) = 0.1-0.4 at z=6.6, and confirm that x(HI) evolution
are consistent with the latest Planck 2016 results.
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